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If you're looking for the source of current best practices in bath de

sign, try the 74.9 million Baby Boomers entering their golden years. 
Their strength in numbers has put aging in place top of mind and 

led us all to covet modern, spa-like environments. Best practices, of 
course, come and go. Here are a few that may stick around. 

Accessible Style 
Zero-threshold, or curbless, showers originated in the world of acces
sible design but have since gained wide adoption for their simple visual 
appeal. By incorporating a linear drain, which requires the floor to be 

pitched in only one direction, designers may use the same flooring 

throughout the bathroom, including large-format tile. "It's a wonderful 

aesthetic,'' notes Brookfield, Conn.-based designer Mary Jo Peterson, 

CMKBD. And who wouldn't benefit from the elimination of a trip hazard? 
Going curbless, however, requires a continuous water barrier that 

extends past the shower area into the bathroom proper. How far de

pends on a number of considerations, such as whether there's gasket
ing on the bottom of the shower door or the direction of the water. 

As an alternative to a zero-threshold shower, designer Tiare 
Noelani Pinto, CKD, Allied ASID, co-founder and president of Archi

pelago in Kai lua, Hawaii, suggests opting for a lower-profile threshold 

or a rolling curb. Resembling a "soft speed bump," the latter measures 

5 to 6 inches wide and 1 to 1½ inches at its peak. Manufacturers now 

offer molds that will accept tiles. 

In bathrooms with more modest footprints , wet rooms save space 
by co-locating the tub and shower in one area-and they're in de

mand. Pinto designs them with linear drains for a cleaner look and, 

depending on t he size of the wet room, with or without doors. "Any

thing over 4 feet by 6 feet, I'm comfortable w ith not having a shower 

door and just doing a part ition," she says. 
Because bathroom safety is an issue for everyone, Cheryl Kees 

Clendenon, designer and founder of Pensacola, Fla.-based In Detail 
Interiors and a 2017 NKBA Design Competit ion winner, discusses grab 

bars with all clients. For those not ready to commit, she recommends 

blocking for the grab bars, which will save the headache later. At the 
end of the project, her clients receive a set of drawings with the block

ing locations clearly marked and photographs taken prior to drywall. 

Efficient Design 
Maximizing space is an eternal driver in bath design, so wall-hung vani
ties are an effective storage strategy. They preserve the openness of 

modest-sized contemporary baths while allowing for easy cleaning un

derneath. Christopher Grubb, principal of his eponymous Los Angeles

based interior design firm, tiles the backsplash and the wall below the 

vanity, and mounts motion-act ivated LED strips on the bottom. 

Faye Nielsen, ASID, of The Faye Collection in Irving, Texas, prefers 

'to specify her wal l-hung vanities from European manufacturers be

cause of their expertise with lacquered, high-gloss, and satin finishes. 

Custom vanities provide an opportunity to make a statement, but 
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some designers elect to play it safe, Clendenon says. Adding personal

ity without sacrificing function can mean minor twea~ing of drawer and 
door configurations, mixing finishes and materials, or offsetting a sink. 

Clendenon's signature vanity line features rectilinear doors separated by 

a curved, rather than a vertical, cut. She tailors the unit to each project 

by altering the size, finish, cabinet hardware, storage options, and feet. 
Smart storage solutions keep bath-rooms well-functioning and clut

ter-free. These include vanities and medicine cabinets with integrated 

electrical outlets and USB ports, and double-tiered drawers that store 

towels on the bottom and smaller items on top. In many projects, Pinto 

has replaced medicine cabinets with a decorative mirror and pullout 

racks in the vanity for organizing toiletries and makeup. 

In Sink 
Though often associated with luxury master baths, his-and-her sinks 

don't always make good design sense, especially if the vanity is only 5 
or 6 feet wide. "What do you do in a sink?" asks Clendenon. "You brush 

your teeth, wash your face, and maybe men shave." Unless vanity size 

isn't an issue, opting for one basin frees up valuable counter space. 
Trending in both kitchens and baths, undermount sinks install dis

creetly and allow homeowners to sweep countertop debris directly into 

the bowl. But Clendenon asks, "What are you sweeping into the bath

room sink with your 2-inch or 1½-inch drain?" Additionally, toothpaste 

and makeup can accumulate in the seam under the 
countertop, presenting a challenge to clean. 

Instead, Clendenon says, opt for a semi-recessed 

overmount that lends architectural interest to the 

vanity area. Mount the faucet directly onto the sink, 

instead of the countertop, as "porcelain is much eas
ier to maintain than natural stone or solid surfacing." 

All Lit Up 
Downlights continue to be the go-to for ambient 
illumination, but for shadow-free task lighting, de

signers are flanking vanity mirrors and medicine 

cabinets with decorative sconces and pendants. 

Nielsen mounts linear LED sconces onto large mir-

rors for uniform facial illumination. 
If wall space is limited, try a mirror or mirrored 

medicine cabinet with integrated LED lights. 

Top:lfwallspaceislimited,optforanilluminatedmirror.Electric Manufacturers offer them in myriad sizes, shapes, and designs, as 

Mirror, forexample,offersavarietyofdesigns,shapes,andsizes. well as multiple color temperatures. "So if you have a bathroom with 

Bottom: Floating vanities maintain a feeling of open space and warm finishes, you might use a cooler light and vice versa," says 
facilitatecleaning.lnthismasterbathbyinterlordesigner Miriam Weinreb Lissak, NCIDQ, principal of New York City-based 

Christopher Grubb, LED lighting integrated into the bottom of a pair of MWL Design Group. 

vanitiesaddspunchandassistswithwayfindingatnight. Bathrooms should also incorporate natural light and outdoor 

views. Daylight is ideal for makeup application, so if possible, locate 

the vanity near a window. Other ways to introduce natural light in

clude skylights and clerestory windows. In a recent project, designer 
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Top: Toilets with personal hygiene systems are indispensable for clients 

wishing to age in place. Kohler's 1.28-gpf Karing model a lso includes a 

heated seat, an LED nightlight, and a deodorizing system. 

Bottom: This master bath by Grubb features a zero-threshold 

shower for easy access and a window to introduce daylight 

and provide a connection to the outdoors. 

Fu-Tung Cheng, founder and principal of Berkeley, 

Calif.-based Cheng Design, inst~lled two windows 
18 inches off the floor, ensuring privacy while allow

ing views from the soaking tub. 

Surface Ideas 
For vanity counters, homeowners appreciate the 

easy upkeep of quartz, while designers, such as Mol
ly Hustoft, a 2017 NKBA Design Competition winner 
with Coeur D'Alene, Idaho-based Designer Homes 

Interiors, are taken with the growing palette of white, 

gray, and, pale neutral designs. Many of Hustoft's 

clients are downsizing, and the lighter colors help 
make their modest bathrooms seem larger. 

On shower walls, oversized ¼-inch-thin sintered 

stone slabs and large-format porcelain t iles mini

mize unseemly grout lines. 
Tiling the walls from floor to ceiling adds expense, but in bathrooms 

with modest footprints, it can produce a luxurious, t imeless look, says 

Cheng. To keep costs down, choose an inexpensive white subway tile 

in a less conventional size, such as 5 by 8 inches, and splurge on a few 
accent pieces. In his own bathroom, which measures roughly 40 square 

feet, Cheng offsets the white walls with handmade concrete floor tiles. 

Privacy Issues 
Toilet rooms seem like a luxury but can be difficult to access for those 
with mobility challenges. Alternatively, a partition wall blocks the toilet 

from view but allows freedom of movement. And when located at the end 

of a cabinet run, the top can serve as a linen cabinet for the bathroom 

proper while the bottom can store toilet paper and other items. 
Although they can add $1,000 to a budget, wall-hung toilets are 

"worth their weight in gold," says Cheng. They save space and are 

easy to clean around, and designers can install them at an optimal 

height for their clients. Peterson tries to include at least one wall-hung 

unit at comfort height in every house she designs. 
Homeowners planning to age in place would benefit from a toi

let with bidet functions; however, if one isn't in the budget, Peterson 

suggests adding a grounded outlet near the toi let so a bidet system 

can be installed later. Features such as heated seats and personal 
hygiene funct ions can start out as a comfort, "but as you get older and 

can't reach as far, they become essential," she says. 
Finally, Hustoft cautions against positioning the toilet directly in 

line with the bathroom door. Instead, make the vanity or a freestand
ing tub the focal point, she says. "In the overall budget, moving plumb

ing is not going to be the most expensive thing you do." 
Such common-sense ideas will withstand demographic and life

style trends, while others may fade from favor. So what's next? As 

Millennials come into their own, what defines best practices may 

undergo a seismic shift. � 
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